Seat to Head Transmissibility during Exposure to Vertical Seat Vibration: Effects of Posture and Vibration Magnitude
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The low frequency vibration transmitted to the body can affect the comfort, performance, and health of humans. In this paper, the effect of variations in posture and vibration magnitude on the head motion in three translational axes (fore-and-aft, lateral and vertical) has been studied with a vertical seat vibration. Thirty healthy male subjects were exposed to random vibration with three vibration magnitudes of 0.4, 0.8, and 1.2 m/s² rms over the frequency range of 1–20 Hz. The results are analysed in terms of seat-to-head-transmissibility (STHT) for the head motions in two seated postures (backrest and leaning forward on table). The measurement of the head motion was made with an apparatus (bite-bar) specifically developed for this purpose. The measured responses to a single axis seat vibration have also shown notable cross-axis responses in both vertical and fore-and-aft axes for both postures. The cross-axis fore-aft and vertical STHT responses showed single peak near 5 Hz in both postures. An increasing intensity of vibration yields a non-linear softening effect in the muscle tension, particularly in the presence of back support, however, the body stiffens under a greater upper body motion in the forward leaning posture. The combined effect of the unsupported back and hands support was observed to be more pronounced around the resonance peak in the forward lean posture.

1. INTRODUCTION

The effect of vertical seat vibration on the human body is the most investigated topic in biodynamics. The effect of many variables (e.g., vibration magnitudes, seat condition, posture, and frequency) and the effect on numerous variables (e.g., transmissibility, comfort, task performance, vibration performance, etc.) have been well documented. Many experimental studies report consistent findings for the vertical response of the seated human body exposed to whole-body vertical vibration. A primary resonance has been found between 4 and 6 Hz in STHT responses.1–8 A second resonance has been found between 8 and 12 Hz in some investigations,5,7 but it is less dominant. A few studies were cited in which vibration at the seat occurred in other axes of head motion. It was reported that the fore-and-aft head motion was affected by the vertical position on the head and vice-versa.9 The range of idealized values of driving-point mechanical impedance and the apparent mass of seated occupants exposed to vertical vibration, defined in ISO 5982 (2001), is considered applicable only for an erect sitting posture with no back support.10

The effect of vibration magnitude on the transmission of seat vibration to the head has been studied by many researchers in an attempt to explain whether the human body behaves in a linear or a nonlinear manner. Griffin et al. investigated the effect of seat vibration magnitude on motion transmitted to the head, varying in seven equal-magnitude increments from 0.4 m/s² to 2.8 m/s² rms.11 It was pointed out that the effect was smaller than the variation found within and between individuals. Hinz and Seidel reported a decrease in STHT resonance frequency from 5 to 3.8 Hz, when the vibration was increased from 1.5 to 3.0 m/s² rms.4

The effect of the sitting posture on the biodynamic response has been a complex issue. The differences in the body postural variations result in considerable variability of the measured biodynamic data. It has been shown that the type of backrest on a seat can affect the level of vibration reaching the head13–15 and that the effect is dependent on the axis of vibration of the seat.16 Coermann investigated the effect of two body postures, relaxed and erect, on vertical STHT.1 The results revealed that a relaxed posture transmitted more motion to the head for frequencies below about 5 Hz, and substantially more head motion occurred with the subject sitting in an erect posture for frequencies between 5 Hz and 20 Hz. A slight increase in resonance frequency from 4.5 Hz to 5.2 Hz was observed when the posture17 changed from relaxed to erect. Griffin examined the effect of eight sitting postures ranging from erect to slouched on the transmission of vertical vibration from the seat to the head. An erect body posture increased transmissibility at all frequencies above 3 Hz with approximately a fourfold increase in the range of 15 to 25 Hz and unity at 25 Hz, whilst the transmissibility in the slouched posture found below unity above 3 Hz. The authors however, express doubts about whether the
vibration inputs measured in the field would produce the same effects on comfort, performance, and health, as those determined in the laboratory.

However, there is an absence in the data results for the forward-lean posture with the hands on the table, which is common practice for a passenger performing reading and writing activities while riding on a train. Understanding the mechanical responses of the body in this posture is essential in order to assist in reducing vibration’s undesirable influences on the health, the activities and the feelings of occupants. This study is focused on the transmission of vertical seat vibration to the head in each of the three translational axes (fore-and-aft, lateral, and vertical). The study also investigates the effect of sitting postures and vibration magnitudes on STHT response.

The vibration magnitudes and postures that are relevant for train passengers performing sedentary activities are chosen. This experimental study is useful in vehicle seat design and biodynamic study of the human body under low-frequency vibration. It was hypothesized that the resonance peak and the resonance frequency of the transmissibility would decrease with increases in vibration magnitude, but that the extent of the decrease would vary with posture. From the study, it was observed that the effect of the head-pointing angle did not affect motion transmitted to the head above about 30 Hz during vertical whole body vibration (WBV). Therefore, the effect of the head angle is not considered in the present study.

2. SUBJECTS AND METHODS

2.1. Subjects and Subject Postures

Thirty healthy male subjects, with a mean age of 22.91 years (standard deviation [SD] 4.58 years, a mean mass of 72.06 kg (SD 12.04 kg), and a mean stature of 173.87 cm (SD 5.86 cm) participated voluntarily in the experiment under informed written consent and were given a small remuneration. A few studies have shown that significant effects in the physical characteristics of subjects occurred if there was a large variation in age, height, and weight among subjects. Therefore, the present study uses numerous subjects within the same age group to avoid the effect of inter-subject variability and subjective characteristics.

The subjects had no history of back pain. Each subject was informed about the purpose of the study and the experimental setup. The experiment was approved by the Institutional Human Ethics Committee. Each subject was exposed to six different combinations of vibration magnitudes (0.4, 0.8 and 1.2 m/s$^2$ rms) in two sitting postures, representing a passenger-like sitting posture: (i) Backrest posture: the subject is seated with a backrest support and with hands in lap. (ii) Forward-lean posture: the seated subject leans forward 20 degrees, with hands placed on the table.

2.2. Experimental Setup

A schematic representation of the experimental setup used for biodynamic response study is shown in Fig. 2. The study is conducted on the vibration simulator developed as a mock-up of a railway vehicle, housed in a partially soundproof room. It consists of a platform of 2 m × 2 m, fabricated from a material of aluminium alloy frame with thick steel plates at 6 the top and bottom, to which the three exciter pushrods are bolted via ball joints. The platform incorporates a table and chairs with rigid wooden seats securely fixed. The backrest of the chair is rigid, flat, and vertical. None of the seats, backrests, or tables had any resonances within the frequency range studied (up to 20 Hz) in any of the three axes. The weight of the platform is supported by four helical springs placed under each corner.

Three electrodynamic vibration shakers with vibration controllers are used to provide sinusoidal or random vibration stimuli to the platform in three axes: fore-and-aft (X-axis), lateral (Y-axis), and vertical (Z-axis). Each exciter had a feedback accelerometer by which the controller could fine-tune the drive signal. This allowed for control of the vibrations and automatic shutdown by the control system if the magnitudes fell outside the desired range.

Each vibration exciter can generate Gaussian random vibration. For monitoring purposes, the onboard vibrations of the platform are measured online with a tri-axial accelerometer (PCB 356B41), and the signal is acquired and analysed in the Labview Signal Express software (V3.0, National Instruments) via a signal conditioning unit (ICP 480B21) and a data acquisition system (NI 6218).
2.3. Measurement of Head Motion Using Bite Bar

In the present study, the bite-bar consists of a lightweight, alloy steel strip approximately 21 cm long, which is screwed on to a U-shaped bite plate made of acrylic material, as shown in Fig. 3. The two accelerometers are mounted at both the ends of the strip at a distance of 10 cm from the centre of strip. To provide a comfortable and hygienic biting surface, two disposable polyurethane mouthpieces are used above and below the biting surface. The subject holds the bite bar in place by securing the mouthpieces between his teeth. The bite bar is sterilized in a bath of 10% common chlorine bleach for 10 minutes before use, as per the guidelines in the Manual of Clinical Microbiology. The design of the present bite bar is similar to that adopted by VanSickle et al. in their study, wherein acceleration at the head was measured.

The bite bar used in the present study weighed about 85 grams, including the weight of the two accelerometers, which are 15 grams each. The lightweight material of the bite bar and the use of miniature accelerometers minimized the possible additional movements acting on the head. Some studies have shown that during whole-body vertical vibration, a variation in the weight of the bite bar of up to 375 grams may have little or no influence on STHT measurements. It was also shown by Paddock and Griffin that a bite bar which weighed 135 grams had little effect on the measurement of STHT. Further, this compares favourably with the heavier bite bars used by previous researchers to monitor fewer axes of motion, e.g., 300 grams used by Johnston and 250 grams used by Barnes and Rance. The design of the bite bar used in the present study ensured no resonances up to 60 Hz of the various attachments, which is greater than the frequency of interest.

Out of the two accelerometers, one was used as a dummy to counterbalance the other. The weight contributed by the accelerometers was small (i.e., 15 grams) compared to the total weight of the bite bar (i.e., 85 grams). Also, the total weight of the bite bar was small when compared to the weight of the head, which was around 4.5 kg. The accelerometers were calibrated using a portable vibration calibrator (Model VC 110, PCB Piezotronics INC.) before the start of the experiment.

Since the body may oscillate in several axes during single-axis excitation of the seat, it is necessary to orient and install accelerometers carefully. The frequency-response characteristic of the bite-bar system is measured under mono-axes random vibration in the frequency range of 1–20 Hz. The results revealed near unity magnitude and a negligible phase in the frequency range of interest.

2.4. Experimental Seat

A rigid, flat seat is used in all the experiments carried out to determine the transmission of vibration from seat to head. Rather than using cushioned train seats, chairs with flat seats are used for better vibration transmissibility. If a seat with some form of cushion or foam were used, then the vibration characteristics of this would have been required. The chair consists of a flat wooden board backrest and a seat (42 by 42 cm2 area) fitted on a steel tube frame for sufficient structural rigidity (Fig. 1). A seat pad accelerometer gripped between teeth by subject (b).

2.5. Vibration Parameters

The vibration simulator is operated using a computer-generated Gaussian random vibration in a 1 Hz to 20 Hz frequency range. Three different levels of vibration magnitudes with overall rms acceleration values of 0.4, 0.8, and 1.2 m/s2 are presented to the vibration simulator. The acceleration signals from the two tri-axial accelerometers (accelerometer, PCB 356B41) mounted on the bite bar and seat pad are acquired through a multichannel data acquisition (National Instruments) and analysed in the Labview signal express software (V3.0, National Instruments) at 220 samples per second via anti-aliasing filters set at 25 Hz.

The data corresponding to each experimental condition is acquired for a duration of 180 seconds and analysed to determine the STHT phase and their corresponding coherence functions using a 50 Hz bandwidth with a resolution of 1 Hz. The data analysis corresponding to each trial involves 21 Hanning-windowed averages with an overlap of 75%. In order to account for intra-subject variability, the measurements on each subject were repeated five times and the most repeated value has been considered.

All transfer functions between seat and head motions are calculated by using the cross-spectral density function methods. The transfer function, $H(f)$ is determined as the ratio of the cross-spectral density of seat and head motions, $G_{sh}(f)$, and the power-spectral density of the seat motion, $G_{ss}(f)$. That is,$H(f) = \frac{G_{sh}(f)}{G_{ss}(f)}$

The coherence between the accelerations was constantly monitored during the experiments. A measurement was rejected when the coherence value was observed to be below 0.8 within the entire frequency range of interest.

2.6. Test Procedure

In order to maintain uniformity and consistency of posture, before starting vibration session, the subjects were asked to sit in a prescribed posture comfortably with full back supported, with upper legs comfortably supported in the seat pan and lower legs oriented vertically. The feet were resting on the floor (vibrating platform), and the subjects were instructed to look straight ahead without any voluntary movement. In
order to maintain the required head posture and reduce voluntary movements of the head, the subjects were instructed to direct their eyes to a cross marked on a stationary wall approximately 1.4 m away. Meanwhile, the subject’s posture during each trial was visually checked by the experimenter to ensure consistency. The subjects were asked to use their teeth to grip a sterilized bite bar. The experimenter made the necessary adjustments to ensure appropriate orientation of the bite bar using a level, and the subjects were visually monitored before and during the vibration exposure. For vertical seat vibration, the subject is exposed to three vibration magnitudes in both subject postures. The order of the presentation of the vibration magnitude for each posture is random for all subjects. The study involved about one hour of testing each day, and the duration of the testing for each vibration session lasted for three minutes. To avoid fatigue of the subjects, these short measurement sessions were always broken up by two-minute rest periods.

2.7. Response Data Analysis
Multifactor ANOVA has been performed using the SPSS software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA, V16) to verify the statistical significance level \( p < 0.05 \) of the main factors upon the STHT responses. The main factors include the three excitation levels and the two sitting postures.

3. RESULTS
The mean STHT magnitude and phase responses for the three-axes of head motion with standard deviations of 30 subjects in both seated postures at 1.2 m/s\(^2\) vibration magnitude during the Z-axis seat motion, is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The effects of vibration magnitude on STHT are compared in Fig. 6. Similarly, the effects of subject postures are compared in Fig. 7.
3.1. STHT Responses

The mean STHT and phase curves for three directions of head motion of 30 subjects determined in two different postures, while exposed to 1.2 m/s² rms acceleration in vertical seat vibration, are presented in Fig. 4. The result shows that the single Z-axis seat excitation resulted in head motion to both the Z-axis and the X-axis, irrespective of the subject postures. The STHT data acquired for the subjects show considerable scatter around the resonance frequency, while the magnitude peaks generally occur in a relatively narrow frequency band. Since most of the motion at the head occurred in the X- and Z-axis, only the phase data for these axes is presented in Fig. 5. The differences in phase between the two postures are small.

3.1.1. Vertical In-Line STHT

The transmissibility curve shows a gradual increase with frequency up to a resonance peak, followed by a gradual decrease in transmissibility with frequency, after about resonance peak in both the X- and Z-axis head motion. Despite considerable scatter between the STHT responses, the peak modulus occurred at 5 Hz, often referred to as the primary resonance frequency of the seated body, irrespective of the subject’s posture. The result shows that the mean vertical in-line STHT response reveals a peak magnitude near 1.86 in both postures.

3.1.2. Fore-and-Aft Cross-Axis STHT

It is observed in Fig. 4 (a) and (d) that the peak frequency in fore-and-af aft cross-axis STHT appears similar to the resonance frequency evident in the in-line vertical STHT for the forward-lean posture. The result shows that the mean fore-and-af aft cross-axis STHT response reveals a peak magnitude of 2.05 at 5 Hz in the forward-lean posture and 1.94 at 4 Hz in the backrest posture.

3.1.3. Lateral Cross-Axis STHT

Figure 3 shows no clear resonance for Y-axis head motion in both subject postures. The forward-lean posture shows a small head motion up to 8 Hz, and beyond that, negligible transmissibility is observed.
3.2. Effects of Vibration Magnitudes on STHT

The mean STHT responses measured for the 30 subjects in both subject postures under vertical vibration magnitudes of 0.4, 0.8 and 1.2 m/s² are shown in Fig. 6. As the magnitude of the vertical excitation increases from 0.4 to 1.2 m/s² rms, the principal resonance frequency decreases from 5 Hz to 4 Hz for X-axis head motion and from 6 Hz to 5 Hz for Z-axis head motion. The results are found to be significant between 0.4 and 1.2 m/s², showing nonlinearity consistent with previous studies.1-3,6,13 This shift in the frequency, however, is more evident for the backrest posture.

Moreover, a small decrease in transmissibility at the resonance peak is found with increasing magnitude for both the X- and Z-axis head motion in the forward-leaning posture, but a statistically insignificant difference was reckoned (p > 0.05). For the Y-axis head motion in both subject postures, no notable difference is observed while varying vibration magnitudes (p > 0.05).

Figure 5 shows the comparison of the subject postures for each head motions, exposed to 1.2 m/s² vertical excitation. The STHT responses for both the postures exhibit similar trends in all the axes of head motion. The results clearly show that the forward-leaning posture has significant influence on the vibration transmission through the upper body, compared to the backrest posture.

It is observed in the backrest posture for the X-axis head motion that there is a consistent reduction in transmissibility between the resonance frequency and frequencies up to 8 Hz (p < 0.05) and that above 8 Hz, no significant difference was seen between postures (p > 0.05). Similarly, for the Z-axis head motion, the peak frequencies remain nearly unchanged for both subject postures, whereas the transmissibility decreases significantly at the resonance peak for the backrest posture (p < 0.05). The result also explores the increase of transmissibility from 8 Hz up for the backrest posture, compared to the forward-leaning posture (p < 0.05).

While comparing the transmissibility in both postures for Y-axis head motion, the transmissibility responses exhibit similar trends in both postural conditions. Although slight head motion was observed up to 8 Hz in the forward-leaning posture, no statistical difference was seen between them (p > 0.05).

4. DISCUSSION

In the sitting posture, the vibration exciting the hip and thigh is transmitted to the head through the entire body. Thus, the vibration transmissibility to the head is essential to express the vibration characteristics of a body. Also, the vibration of the hip and the head is an important factor affecting the comfort, fatigue, and interference with activities due to visual disturbance.

The results for both the subject postures show that the single Z-axis seat excitation resulted in head motion in both the Z- and X-axis, thus implying cross-coupling effect of vibration on head. Such interactions have been investigated at the back support only, by measuring the responses for both back support and non-back support in a few studies.27,28 Exposure to vertical vibration is also known to yield considerable fore-aft and pitch motions of the upper body, which are known to instigate considerable dynamic interactions with the back support.29

For the Z-axis head motion in both subject postures, the mean STHT showed a single peak at 5 Hz, often referred to as the principal resonance frequency of the seated body. Similarly, for X-axis head motion, the mean STHT yielded a single peak at 4 Hz for the backrest posture and at 5 Hz for the forward-leaning posture. The result is found to be consistent with previous findings for backrest posture.30,31 To understand the mechanism in which the resonance of the body occurs, Mansfield and Griffin measured both apparent mass and transmissibility during vertical excitation and found that vertical motion of the lumbar spine and pelvis showed resonances about 4 Hz.32 Matsumoto and Griffin investigated movement of the upper body of seated subjects exposed to vertical whole-body vibration at the principal resonance frequency and concluded that more than one vibration mode may contribute to the principal resonance in the apparent mass observed at about 5 Hz.33 If one assumes fatigue failure to be an important pathogenetic mechanism,34 and if one considers the static and dynamic strength of vertebrae,35 then the predicted forces can reach critical peak values, especially with a bent-forward posture.

Grießar et al. found the most disruption to reading due to the vibrations in the Z-axis at around 4–6 Hz, because of the elliptical movements of the head induced by the vertical oscillations.36 Griffin reported that higher difficulty in legible writing under vertical whole-body vibration observed in the range of 4 to 8 Hz could be attributed to the limb movements.17

As the magnitude of the Z-axis excitation increased from 0.4 to 1.2 m/s², the principal resonance frequency decreased from 5 Hz to 4 Hz for X-axis head motion and from 6 Hz to 5 Hz for the Z-axis head motion, with an added decrease in peak STHT. The results are found to be significant only between 0.4 and 1.2 m/s², showing nonlinearity consistent with previous studies.4,5,30,32,33 This shift in the frequency, however, is more evident for the backrest posture. This suggests that the upper body supported against a back support exhibits more of a softening tendency under a higher magnitude of vertical vibration as the musculoskeletal structure of the body has greater movement, which reduces its stiffness.

The effects of increase in excitation magnitude of single-axis vibration, however, are not significant on the STHT responses of X- and Z-axis head motion for the forward-leaning posture. Such effects are attributed to the subjects’ tendencies to stiffen under greater upper-body motion caused by higher vibration magnitudes and to shift a greater portion of weight towards the legs to achieve a more stable sitting posture.5,30,37-39

The seated body supports (back and hand supports) tend to alter the upper-body movements and thus the biodynamic responses. The results reveal that the subject postures for X- and Z-axis head motion have significant influence on vibration transmission through the upper body. It is observed that there is a consistent reduction in transmissibility for the X-axis head motion in the backrest posture between the resonance frequency and frequencies up to 8 Hz, resulting in more of a
softening tendency. The results also reveal that the peak frequency remained nearly unchanged in both postures for the Z-axis head motion, whereas the transmissibility was decreased significantly around resonance peak for the backrest posture, resulting in a low transmission of motion to the head. It has also been suggested that placing the hands on the lap may help dampen the higher modes of vibration.\textsuperscript{33,40}

The resonance peak in the forward-lean posture with hands on the table was more pronounced than that obtained in the backrest posture with hands in the lap. The vibrating hand support (table) would represent another source of vibration to the body or an additional driving point. The hands on the table are known to reduce the proportion of body weight on the seat pan and may cause a greater reaction force to the upper body. The combined effects of the forward-lean and hands support, which are more representative of the occupational passenger posture, might yield more pronounced effects on head motion.

**5. CONCLUSIONS**

The measured responses revealed that the single Z-axis seat excitation resulted in head motion in both the Z- and the X-axis. This cross-coupled motion was observed to be more pronounced in both subject postures. The cross-axis fore-aft and the vertical STHT responses showed a single resonance peak near 5 Hz regardless of the posture. An increase in the excitation magnitude consistently reveals a decrease in the response peak magnitude and the corresponding resonance frequencies, particularly in the presence of back support. This is attributable to the nonlinear softening effect in the muscle tension under the increasing intensity of vibration. However, an insignificant effect for the forward-lean posture is attributed to the subjects’ tendencies to stiffen under greater upper-body motion caused by higher vibration magnitudes. The combined effect of the unsupported back and hands support, a representative sitting condition in a majority of the vehicles, was observed to be more pronounced around resonance peak in the forward-lean posture.
Figure 7. STHT curve with Z-axis seat motion of two postures (——– backrest; ........ forward lean) at 1.2 m/s² for head motion in the X-axis (a), Y-axis (b), and Z-axis (c).
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